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MICROLOCAL STUDY OF IND-SHEAVES I: 
MICRO-SUPPORT A N D REGULARITY 

by 

Masaki Kashiwara & Pierre Schapira 

Abstract. — We introduce the notions of micro-support and regularity for ind-sheaves, 
and prove their invariance by quantized contact transformations. We apply thèse 
results to the ind-sheaves of temperate holomorphic solutions of T>-modules. We 
prove that the micro-support of such an ind-sheaf is the characteristic variety of the 
corresponding P-module and that the ind-sheaf is regular if the D-module is regular 
holonomic. We finally calculate an example of the ind-sheaf of temperate solutions 
of an irregular X>-module in dimension one. 
Résumé (Étude microlocale des Ind-faisceaux I: micro-support et régularité) 

Nous introduisons les notions de micro-support et régularité pour les ind-faisceaux 
et prouvons leur invariance par transformations de contact quantifiées. Nous appli
quons ces résultats aux ind-faisceaux des solutions holomorphes tempérées des V-
modules. Nous prouvons que le micro-support d'un tel ind-faisceau est la variété 
caractéristique du £>-module correspondant et que le ind-faisceau est régulier si le 
£>-module est holonome régulier. Nous calculons enfin un exemple du ind-faisceau 
des solutions tempérées d'un P-module irrégulier en dimension un. 

1. Introduction 

Recall that a System of linear partial differential équations on a complex mani-
fold X is the data of a cohérent module M over the sheaf of rings T>x of holomorphic 
differential operators. Let F be a complex of sheaves on X with R-constructible coho-
mologies (one says an R-constructible sheaf, for short). The complex of "generalized 
fonctions" associated with F is described by the complex RHom(F,Ox), and the 
complex of solutions of M. with values in this complex is described by the complex 

RHomv (A4, RHom (F, 0X)). 
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144 M. KASHIWARA & P. SCHAPIRA 

One may also microlocalize the problem by replacing RHom{F,Ox) with 
lihom{F,Ox)- In [4] one shows that most of the properties of this complex, espe-
cially those related to propagation or Cauchy problem, are encoded in two géométrie 
objects, both living in the cotangent bundle T*X, the characteristic variety of the 
System M, denoted by char(.M), and the micro-support of F, denoted by S S (F). 

The complex RHom(F,Ox) allows us to treat various situations. For example 
if M is a real analytic manifold and X is a complexification of M, by taking as F 
the dual D'{CM) of the constant sheaf on M, one obtains the sheaf BM of Sato's 
hyperfunctions. If Z is a complex analytic hypersurface of X and F = Cz[— 1] is 
the (shifted) constant sheaf on Z, one obtains the sheaf of holomorphic funct ions 
with singularities on Z. However, the complex RHom(F,Ox) does not allow us to 
treat sheaves associated with holomorphic functions with growth conditions. So far 
this difficulty was overcorne in two cases, the temperate case including Schwartz's 
distributions and meromorphic functions with pôles on Z and the dual case includ
ing C°°-functions and the formai completion of Ox along Z. The method was two 
construct spécifie functors, the functor THom of [2] and the functor 0 of [5]. 

There is a more radical method, which consists in replacing the too narrow frame-
work of sheaves by that of ind-sheaves, as explained in [6]. For example, the presheaf 
of holomorphic temperate functions on a complex manifold X (which, to a subana-
lytic open subset of X, associâtes the space of holomorphic functions with temperate 
growth at the boundary) is clearly not a sheaf. However it makes sensé as an object 
(denoted by Ox) of the derived category of ind-sheaves on X. Then it is natural 
to ask if the microlocal theory of sheaves, in particular the theory of micro-support, 
applies in this gênerai setting. 

In this paper we give the définition and the elementary properties of the micro
support of ind-sheaves as well as the notion of regularity. 

We prove in particular that the micro-support SS(-) and the regular micro-support 
SSreg(') of ind-sheaves behave naturally with respect to distinguished triangles and 
that thèse micro-supports are invariant by "quantized contact transformations" (in 
the framework of sheaf theory, as explained in [4]). 

When X is a complex manifold and A4 is a cohérent X>x-module, we study the 
ind-sheaf Sol1 (M) := RHomVx(M, Ox). We prove that 

(i) SSiSol^M)) = char(Al), 
(ii) if M. is regular holonomic, then Sol*{M) is regular. 

Finally, we treat an example: we calculate the ind-sheaf of the temperate holomorphic 
solutions of an irregular differential équation. 

This paper is the first one of a séries. In Part II, we shall introduce the microlocal-
ization functor for ind-sheaves, and in Part III we shall study the funct or ial behavior 
of micro-supports. 
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MICROLOCAL STUDY OF IND-SHEAVES I 145 

2. Notations and review 

We will mainly follow the notations in [4] and [6], 

Geometry. — In this paper, ail manifolds will be real analytic (sometimes, complex 
analytic). Let X be a manifold. One dénotes by r : TX —> X the tangent bundle 
to X and by ir: T*X —» X the cotangent bundle. 

For a smooth submanifold Y of X, TyX dénotes the normal bundle to Y and TyX 
the conormal bundle. In particular, T£X is identified with X, the zero-section. For 
a submanifold y of X and a subset 5 of X, we dénote by Cy(S) the Whitney normal 
cone to S along Y, a conic subset of TyX. 

One dénotes by a: T*X —> T*X the antipodal map. If S C T*X, one dénotes by 
S the set S \ T£X, and one dénotes by Sa the image of S by the antipodal map. 
In particular, T*X = T*X \ X, the set T*X with the zero-section removed. One 
dénotes by 7r: T*X —> X the projection. 

If 5 is a locally closed subset of T*X, we say that S is R+-conic (or simply "conic", 
for short) if it is locally invariant under the action of M+. If S is smooth, this is 
équivalent to saying that the Euler vector field on T*X is tangent to S. 

Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of real manifolds. One has two natural maps 

(2.1) T*X 
fd 

X Xy T*Y 
vr 

ddd 

(In [4], fd is denoted by */'•) We dénote by q\ and q2 the first and second projections 
defined on X x Y. 

Sheaves. — Let k be a field. We dénote by Mod(fcx) the abelian category of sheaves 
of A:-vector spaces and by Db(kx) its bounded derived category. 

We dénote by R-C(kx) the abelian category of M-constructible sheaves of fc-vector 
spaces on X, and by D^_c(kx) (resp. D^_R_c(kx)) the full triangulated subcategory 
of Db(kx) consisting of objects with M-constructible (resp. weakly R-constructible) 
cohomology. On a complex manifold, one defines similarly the catégories D^_c(kx) 
and D^_c_c(kx) of C-constructible and weakly C-constructible sheaves. 

If Z is a locally closed subset of X and if F is a sheaf on X, recall that Fz is a 
sheaf on X such that Fz\z — F\z and Fz\x^z — 0- One writes kxz instead of (kx)z 
and one sometimes writes kz instead of kxz-

If / : X —> Y is a morphism of manifolds, one dénotes by UOX/Y the relative dualizing 
complex on X and if Y = {pt} one simply dénotes it by uX- Recall that 

(jjx ̂  orx[dimMX] 

where ovx is the orientation sheaf and dim^ X is the dimension of X as a real mani
fold. We dénote by D'x and Dx the duality functors on Db(kx), defined by 

D'X(F) = RHom(F,kx), DX{F) = RHom(F,ux). 
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146 M. KASHIWARA & P. SCHAPIRA 

If F is an object of Db(kx), S S (F) dénotes its micro-support, a closed conic 
involutive subset of T*X. For an open subset U of T*X, one dénotes by Db(hx',U) 
the localization of the category Db(kx) with respect to the triangulated subcategory 
consisting of sheaves F such that S S (F) f)U = 0 . 

We shall also use the functor [ihom as well as the opération + and refer to loc. cit. 
for détails. 

(D-modules and £>-modules. — On a complex manifold X we consider the struc
tural sheaf Ox of holomorphic fonctions and the sheaf T>x of linear holomorphic 
differential opérât ors of finite order. 

We dénote by Modcoh(^x) the abelian category of cohérent X>x-modules. We de-
note by Db(Vx) the bounded derived category of left I>x-modules and by Dboh(T>x) 
(resp. D^ol(T>x)), Dbh(Vx)) its full triangulated category consisting of objects with 
cohérent cohomologies (resp. holonomic cohomologies, regular holonomic cohomolo-
gies). 

Catégories. — In this paper, we shall work in a given uni verse and a category 
means a ZY-category. If C is a category, CA dénotes the category of functors from 
Cop to Set. The category CA admits inductive limits, however, in case C also admits 
inductive limits, the Yoneda functor hA : C —+ CA does not commute with such limits. 
Hence, one dénotes by lim the inductive limit in C and by "lim" the inductive limit 
inCA. ~* ~* 

One dénotes by Ind(C) the category of ind-objects of C, that is the full subcategory 
of CA consisting of objects F such that there exist a small filtrant category I and a 
functor a: I —> C, with 

F - "lim" a, Le., F - "lim" F?, with F G C. 
d+dr 

The category C is considered as a full subcategory of Ind(C). 
If (p : C —» C is a functor, it defines a functor I(p : Ind(C) —• Ind(C/) which commutes 

with "lim". 
If C is an additive category, we dénote by C(C) the category of complexes in C 

and by K(C) the associated homotopy category. If C is abelian, one dénotes by D(C) 
its derived category. One defines as usual the full subcategories C*(C), if *(C), JD*(C), 

with * = +, —, b. One dénotes by Q the localization functor: 

Q: K*(C)—>D*(C). 

We keep the same notation Q to dénote the composition C*(C) —> K*(C) —• D*(C). 
Let a, 6 G Z with a ^ b. One dénotes by C ^ ( C ) the full subcategory of C(C) 

consisting of objects F* satisfying F7, — 0 for % £ [a, b]. There is a natural équivalence 

Ind(da'feJ(C)) C^bUlnd(C)). 
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Ind-sheaves. — Here, X is a Hausdorff locally compact space with a countable 
base of open sets and is a field. One dénotes by l(kx) the abelian category of 
ind-sheaves of A:-vector spaces on X, that is, l(kx) — Ind(Modc(/cx)), the category 
of ind-objects of the category Modc(fcx) of sheaves with compact support on X. We 
dénote by Db(ï(kx)) the bounded derived category of l(kx)-

There is a natural fully faithful exact functor 

ix:Mod(kx)—>l{kx), 
F "lim" Fu (U open). 

uccx 
Most of the time, we shall not write this functor and identify Mod(A:x) with a full 
abelian subcategory of I(kx) and Db(kx) with a full triangulated subcategory of 
D»(l(kx)). 

The category I(kx) admits an internai hom denoted by Xhom and this functor 
admits a left adjoint, denoted by (g). If F ~ "lim" Fi and G ~ "lim" G., then 

i 3 

Xhom (G, F) ~ lim "lim" Hom (G7, FA 
3 

G ® F ~ "lim" "lim"(G,- <g> FA. 

I 3 

The functor ix admits a left adjoint 

OL Y : l(kx) + Mod(kx), 

To F = "lim" Fi, this functor associâtes ax (F) = lim Fi. This functor also admits a 
iei iei 

left adjoint 

px:Mod(kx)^I(kx), 

and bot h functors ax and f3x are exact. The functor (3X is not so easy to describe. 
For example, for an open subset U and a closed subset Z, one has; 

Px(kxu) "lim" kXv (V open), 
vccu 

Px(kxz) "lhn" kxV (V open) 
d+d1e 

One sets 

Hom (G, F) = axZhom(G,F) <E Mod(/cx). 

One has 

HomI(fcx)(G,F) =r(X]Hom(G,F)). 

The functors Xhom and Hom are left exact and admit right derived functors RXhom 
and RHom. 
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Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of topological spaces (Y satisfies the same assump-
tions as X). There are natural functors 

:Dbl(kY))^D"(l(kx)), 

:Dbl(kY))^D"(l(kx)), 

/n:I(fcx)—I(ky). 

The proper direct image functor is denoted by f\\ instead of f\ because it does not 
commute with i, that is iyf\ ^ f\\tx in gênerai.. 

Thèse functors induce derived functors, and moreover the functor Rfu admits a 
right adjoint denoted by f: 

f-1:Dbl(kY))^D"(l(kx)), 

Rf0: Db(I(kx)) — Db(I(kY)), 

Rfir. Db(l(kx)) —* Db(l(kY)), 

f:D\l(kY))^Db(l(kx)). 

Let ax : X —> {pt} dénote the canonical map. We also introduce a notation. We set 

ir(X;-)=ax*(-), 

Kir(X;.) = Rax*(')-

Ind-sheaves on real manifolds. — Let X be a real analytic manifold. Among ail 
ind-sheaves, there are those which are ind-objects of the category of R-constructible 
sheaves, and we shall encounter them in our applications. 

We dénote by R-Cc(&x) the full abelian subcategory of R-C(fex) consisting of 
R-constructible sheaves with compact support. We set 

TR-c(kx) = Ind(R-Cc(/cx)) 

and dénote by DjR_c(l(kx)) the full subcategory of Db(I(kx)) consisting of ob-
jects with cohomology in IR—c(fcx). (Note that in [6], IR—c(fcx) was denoted by 
IR-C(AÎX).) 

Theorem2.1. — The natural functor Db(ÏR—c(kx)) —• DbR_c(I(kx)) is an équiva
lence. 

There is an alternative construction of IR—c(fcx), using Grothendieck topologies. 
Dénote by Opx the category of open subsets of X (the morphisms U —> V are 
the inclusions), and by by OpXsa its full subcategory consisting of open subanalytic 
subsets of X. One endows this category with a Grothendieck topology by deciding 
that a family {Ui}i in OpXsa is a covering of U G OpXsa if f°r any compact subset K 
of X, there exists a finite subfamily which covers UnK. In other words, we consider 
families which are locally finite in X. One dénotes by Xsa the site defined by this 
topology. 
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Sheaves on Xsa are easy to construct. Indeed, consider a presheaf F of fc-vector 
spaces defined on the subcategory Op^sa of relatively compact open subanalytic sub
sets of X and assume that the séquence 

0 —> F(U U V) —• F(U) 0 F(V) —• F(U n V) 

is exact for any U and V in Op^sa. Then there exists a unique sheaf F on Xsa such 
that F(U) ^ F(U) for ail U G Op^sa. Sheaves on Xsa define naturally ind-sheaves 
on X. Indeed: 

Theorem 2.2. — There is a natural équivalence of abelian catégories 

M-c(kx)^Moà(kxJ, 

given by 
m-C(kx) 3 F i—• (Op^a 3U~ Romm_c{kx)(kXu,F)). 

As usual, we dénote by Cx the sheaf of complex-valued functions of class C°°, by 
Vbx (resp. Bx) the sheaf of Schwartz's distributions (resp. Sato's hyperfunctions), 
and by Vx the sheaf of analytic finite-order différent ial opérât ors. 

Let U be an open subset of X. One sets C%(U) = T(U;C%). 

Définition 2.3. — Let / G CX(JJ). One says that / has polynomial growth at p G X if it 
satisfies the following condition. For a local coordinate System (#i , . . . , xn) around p, 
there exist a sufficiently small compact neighborhood K of p and a positive integer 
N such that 

(2.2) wPxeKnu (distfolT x U))N\f(x)\ < oo . 

It is obvious that / has polynomial growth at any point of U. We say that / is 
tempered at p if ail its derivatives have polynomial growth at p. We say that / is 
tempered if it is tempered at any point. 

For an open subanalytic set U in X, dénote by C^),t(f/) the subspace of CX(U) con
sisting of tempered functions. Dénote by Vbx{U) the space of tempered distributions 
on U, defined by the exact séquence 

0 Tx^u(X;Vbx) —> T(X;Vbx) — Vbx{U) —* 0. 

It follows from the results of Lojasiewicz [8] that U H-> CX(U) and U i-> VbX(U) are 
sheaves on the subanalytic site Xsa, hence define ind-sheaves. 

Définition 2.4. — We call C ?̂'* (resp. Vbx) the ind-sheaf of tempered C°°-functions 
(resp. tempered distributions). 

One can also define the ind-sheaf of Whitney C°°-functions, but we shall not recall 
here its construction. Thèse ind-sheaves are well-defined in the category Mod(/?x^x)-
Roughly speaking, it means that if P is a differential opérât or defined on the closure 
U of an open subset C/, then it acts on C^)'t(C/) and Vbx(U). 
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Let now X be a complex manifold. We dénote by X the complex conjugate manifold 
and by XR the underlying real analytic manifold, identified with the diagonal of XxX. 
We dénote by Vx the sheaf of rings of finite-order holomorphic differential opérât ors, 
not to be confused with Vx^ • We set 

Olx := s s s s s R l h o m ^ i p O ^ V b ^ ) . 
One can prove that the natural morphism 

Rlhom ^v_(POx,CxR) —• Rlhom^iPO^Vb^) 

is an isomorphism. One calls Ox the ind-sheaf of tempered holomorphic functions. 
One shall be aware that in fact, Ox is not an ind-sheaf but an object of the derived 
category Db(l(Cx)), or better, of Dh(fix'Dx)- It is not concentrated in degree 0 as 
soon as d\mX > 1. 

Let G G DR_c(Cx)> It follows from the construction of Ox that: 

RHom (G, 0*x) ~ THom (G, 

where THom(-, Ox) dénotes the functor of temperate cohomology of [2] (see also [5] 
for a detailed construction and [1] for its microlocalization). 

3. Compléments of homological algebra 

The results of this section are extracted from [7]. Let C dénote an abelian category. 
We shall study some links between the derived category Db(Ind(C)) and the category 
Ind(Db(C)). 

Définition 3.1. — Let C be an abelian category. A System of strict ZY-generators in C 
is a U-small family {G*; i G /} of objects of C such that for ail X G C and ail i G /, 
the object Q^Romc^Gt,x^ exists anc[ for ail X G C, there exists i e I such that the 

0Hom (Gt,X) 
morphism Gi c —• X is an epimorphism. 

In this section, we shall shall always make the hypothesis 

(3.1) C has enough injectives and a System of strict generators. 

This implies in particular that Db(C) is a W-category. 
We define the functor J : Db(Ind(C)) (Db{C))A by setting for F G Db(lnd{C)) 

and G G Db{C) 

(3.2) J(F)(G)= Hom Db(Ind(c))(G,F). 

Theorem 3.2 
(i) The functor J takes its values in Ind(,D6(C)). 
(ii) Consider a small and filtrant category I, integers a < b and a functor I —» 

CM1(C), i H+ Fi. If F G Db(Ind(C)), F ~ Q("lim" Fi) and G G Db(C), then: 
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(a) J(F) ~ "lim" Q{Fi), 

(b) HomD„and(c))(G,F) ~ limHom^^CG, i^). 

(iii) For each k € Z, the diagram below commutes. 

Db(lnd(C)) 
J 

lnd(Db{C)) 

d+d 
Ind(C) 

IHk 

Lemma 3.3. — Assume that C has finite homological dimension. Let <p: X —» Y be a 
morphism in Ind(Db(C)) and assume that y induces an isomorphism 

IHk(w): IHk(X) ^ IHk(Y) 

for every k G Z. Then ip is an isomorphism. 

Theorem 3.4. — Let tp: £>b(Ind(C)) —• Db(lnd(C')) be a triangulated functor which 
satisfies: if F € Db(lnd(C)), F ~ Q("lim" Ff) with Fi £ C^b\C), then Hkip{F) ~ 

i 
"lim" Hktp{Q{Fi)). Assume moreover that the homological dimension of C is finite. 

i 
Then there exists a unique functor Jtp: Ind(£>6(C)) —• Ind(D6(C)) which commutes 
with "lim" and such that the diagram below commutes: 

Dh(Ind(C)) 
if, 

Db(lnd(C')) 

J J 

Ind(£>"(C)) 
dvr 

\nd(Db{C')). 

Remark3.5. — The functor J: £>6(Ind(C)) ->• Ind(£)6(C)) is neither full nor faithful. 
Indeed, let C = Modc{kx) and let F € Mod(A;x) considered as a full subcategory of 
ï(kx). Then 

HomDha(k~(kx,F[n])*Hn(X;F). 
On the other hand, 

HomInd(Z)*>(Mod<=(fcx))) ( JW, J(F[n\)) ~ lim Hn(U;F). 
uccx 

Let T be a full triangulated subcategory Db{C). One identifies Ind(T) with a full 
subcategory of lnd(Db(C)). 

Let F G Db(lnd(C)). Let us dénote by 7p the category of arrows G —> F in 
Db(lnd{C)) with G G T. The category TF is filtrant. 

Lemma 3.6. — For F G Db(Ind(C)), the conditions below are équivalent 

(i) J(F) E Ind(TV 
(ii) for each k eZ, one has Hk(F) ~ "lim" Hk(G). 

G—>F£TF 
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Définition 3.7. — Let T b e a full triangulated subcategory of Db{C). One dénotes by 
J~1Ind(T) the full subcategory of D6(Ind(C)) consisting of objects F G Db(lnd{C)) 
such that J(F) G Ind(T). 

Proposition 3.8. — The category J_1Ind(T) is a triangulated subcategory ofDb(ïnd(C)). 

We will apply thèse results to the category I(fcx) = Ind(Modc(A;x))- Hence J is 
the functor: 

J: Db(I(kx)) >lnd(Db(Modc(kx)))-

By the définition one has 

J(F) ~ "lim" J(Fu) dd for any F G Db(l(kx)). 
uccx 

As a corollarv of Theorem 3.4, one eets: 

Proposition 3.9. — For G G Db(kx) and F G Db{l{kx)), assume that J(F) ~ 
"lim" J(Fi) with Fi G Db{kx)- Then there are natural isomorphisms: 

(3*3) J(G®F) ~ "lim" J(G®Fi), 
i 

(3.4) J(Blhom(G,F)) ~ "lim" J(KLhom(G,FA). 
i 

4. Micro-support and regularity 

Let 7 be a closed convex proper cone in an affine space X. One dénotes by 70 its 
polar cone, 

7° = {£ G X*;sss+sjshjsksisik̂  0 for ail X G 7}. 

Let W C X be an open subset. We introduce the functor <&7,w- Db(l(kx)) —> 
Db(l(kx)) as follows. Dénote by qi, #2 : X x X —• X the first and second projections 
and dénote by S : X x X —» X the map (x, y) T-+ X — y. One sets 

$i,w(F) = Rqiu(k.-inino-iwna-iw ® q2 lF)-

One writes <I>7 instead of $7,x- Define the functor ®lW by replacing the kernel 
K-^nq-'wnq-'w with the complex K_linq-iWnq-iw -+ k8-Ho) in which ks-i{0) is 
situated in degree 0. We have a distinguished triangle in Db(I(kx)) 

q+q+qhq 
+qh 

>F->9-w(F)±±. 

Note that if F G Db(kx), then 

supp($7,w(F)) C 
$7(JF) F is an isomorphism on X x Int7°, 

] 55($^(F)) C X x 70, 
SS(*-w(F))nWxInt7° = 0. 
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Lemma 4.1. — Let F G Db(ï(kx)) and let p G T*X. The conditions (la)-(4b) below 
are ail équivalent. Moreover, if F G Dbm_c(ï(kx)), thèse conditions are équivalent to 
(5a). 

(la) Assume that for a small and filtrant category I, integers a ^ b and a functor 
I -> C^a^(Mod(kx)), i »-> Fi one has F ~ Q("lim" Fi). Then there exists a conic 

Tel 
open neighborhood U of p in T*X such that for any i G I there exists a morphism 
i —> j in I which induces the zero-morphism 0 : Fi —• Fj in Db(kx', U). 

(lb) There exist a conic open neighborhood U of p in T*X, a small and filtrant 
category I, integers a ^ b and a functor I —> C^a,b^ (Mod(kx)), i •—• Fi, such that 
S S (Fi) ilU = 0 and F ~ Q("lim" F{) in a neighborhood ofir(p). 

(2a) Assume that for a small and filtrant category I, integers a ^ b and a functor 
I —• D^a'b\kx), i ^ Fi one has J(F) ~ "lim" J(Fi). Then there exists a conic open 
neighborhood U of p in T*X such that for any i G I there exists a morphism i —> j 
in I which induces the zero-morphism 0 : Fi —-> Fj in Db(kx] U). 

(2b) There exist a conic open neighborhood U of p in T*X, a small and filtrant 
category I, integers a ^b, a functor I —> Db(kx), i ^ Fi and F' isomorphic to F in 
neighborhood ofir(p) such that S S (Fi) DU = 0 and J(F') - "lim" J(Fi). 

i 
(3a) There exists a conic open neighborhood U of p in T*X such that for any 

G G Db(kx) withsupp(G) CC TT(U), SS(G) C UUTXX, one has RomDb{î(kx))(G, F) 
= 0. 

(3b) There exists a conic open neighborhood U of p in T*X such that for any G G 
Db(kx) with supp(G) CC ir(U), SS(G) cUaU TXX, one has R1T(X; G <g> F) = 0. 
Assume now that X is an affine space and let p = (#o;£o)-

(4a) There exist a relatively compact open neighborhood W of xo and a closed 
convex proper cone 7 with £0 £ Int7° such that <f>7^w(F) — 0. 

(4b) There exist F' G Db(l(kx)) with F' ~ F in a neighborhood of xo and F' has 
compact support, and a closed convex proper cone 7 as in (4a) such that &1(F') ~ 0 
in a neighborhood of xo. 

(5a) Same condition as (3a) with G G D^-C(kx)-

Proof — The plan of the proof is as follows: 

(2a) = (3a) 2b) 

(la) (5a) (16) 

(3b) (4a) •(46) 
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(2a) (la) follows from F ~ Q("lim" F*) J(F) ~ "lim" J(Q(Fi)). 

(la) => (3b). Let F ~ Q("lim" F,) and let i € / . There exists i -> 7 such that the 

morphism Fi —> Fj in Db(kx) is zéro in Db(kx',U). Hence, there exists a morphism 
Fj —• F{j in Db(kx) which is an isomorphism on U and such that the composition 
Fi —> Fj —• F/j is the zero-morphism in Db(hx)- Consider the commutative diagram 
in which the row on the bottom is a distinguished triangle in Db(kx) and SS(Fij) n 
U = 0: 

Fi 

F - F3-

ss 

F'-
f l 

Since the arrow Fi —> F/j is zéro, the dotted arrow may be completed, making the 
diagram commutative. Hence, we may assume from the beginning that for any i E l 
there exists i —> j such that the morphism Fi —• Fj factorizes as Fi —» F^ —> Fj with 
SS(Fij) nJ7 = 0. 

We may assume X is affine and U = W x À where W is open and relatively compact 
and À is an open convex cone. Then S S (G <g> F^) DU = 0 , and the sheaf G <g> Fij 
has compact support. Hence, RT(X;G 0 F^) ~ 0 which implies HJRÏT(X;G®F) ~ 
"lim" H3RT(X\ G ® F*) ~ 0 for ail j . We conclude therefore fflr(X; G <g) F) ~ 0. 

2 
(3b) => (4a). Let F = <3("lim" F) , with F; € C[a'6](Mod(fcx))- Set 

i 
sssi oso 58sfflr(X; G <g) F) ~ 

and let if CC TT(U) be a compact neighborhood of #o- Then there exist an open 
convex cone 7 and an open neighborhood W of XQ satisfying the following conditions: 

W C H£ n K, 
{x + <y)nHecW for ail x £W, 

. W x 70 c U U TJX. 

Set 

GA; — fc(x+7a)n#£, G = 
ss++s 

s6+sjs 

Since supp(G) CC TT(U) and S S (G) C W x 7°a, we get by the hypothesis: 

"lim" HkRT(X-G®Fi) ~ 0. 
2 

Hence, 

"lim" 
vr d+d14 

iï*iîr(X;Gx®Fi)) - 0 . 
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Hence one obtainsi 
ffor any i G / , there exists i —> j such that HkRT(X;Gx (g) Fi) —> 
\HkRT(X', Gx <g> Fj) is zéro for any x e W and any fc e Z. 

On the other-hand, 

Hk($yjW(Fi))x - HkRT(X; Gx ® Fi). 

Therefore, for any i G I there exists i —* j such that for any k G Z, the morphism 

il^^v^C^)) —• i?/c($7,wr(^)) is the zéro morphism, and this implies 

Hk($^w(F)) ~ "hm" Jïfc$7ïWr(Fi) - 0. 

This gives the desired resuit: <Ê>7jw(F) = 0. 

(4a) => (4b) is obvious by taking F ^ as F'. 

(4b) (lb). Let W be an open relatively compact neighborhood of XQ such that 

F\w ^ and ®i(F')\w - 0. 
Then one has a distinguished triangle: 

RQi»(K-H^{0})nq-iw ®<hlF') — $ 7 ^ V —> ^ ^ 

and hence one obtains ^ î n ^ - i ^ ^ o } ) ^ - 1 ^ 1 ] ® «fe1^') — Fw- Let ^' = 
Q("lim" Fj) with F» G C^a^(Mod(kx)), and take a finite injective resolution 

i 
I of ŝ-i(7Ns{o})ng^1vr[-i]- Since I ® Fi is a finite complex of soft sheaves, 
Rqi\(ks-i(j^{0})nq-iw[l] ® q^1 Fi) is represented by F/ := q1}(I ® q^Fi). Hence one 
VlQG 

RQi»(K-H^{0})nq-iw ®<hlF') — $7^V —> ^ ^ 

Since SS(F() D ^ x Int7° = 0, we obtain the desired resuit, 

(lb) => (2b) is obvious. 

(2b) =» (3a). Let J(F) ~ "lim" J(F»). If G G Db(kx), we get the isomorphism: 

RQi»(K-H^{0})nq-iw ®<hlF') — $7^V sss+slos 

We may assume that X is affine and U = W x À where W is open and À is an open 
convex cone. Then the micro-support of RHom(G1Fi) is contained in S S (Fi) + À 
and this set does not intersect X x À. Since RHom(G,Fi) has compact support, 
Hom (G, F )̂ is zéro. 

(3a) (2a). We may assume that X is affine, p = (#o; £o) and U = X' x Int7°, with 
£o G Int7° for a neighborhood X' of #o- Let V be an open neighborhood of XQ and 
let W = {x; (x — #o;£o) > ~£}- Then by taking V and 5 small enough, the sheaf 
$<y(Hw)v satisfies the condition in (3a) for any H G Db(kx). Let J(F) = "lim" J(F{). 
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Then limHom r)b^x)(G, Fi) ~ 0 for any G = <f>1(Hw)v- Let i G I and choose H — Fi. 
i 

There exists i —> j such that the composition ($7(F^))y —> F̂  —> is zéro. The 
morphism (®7((Fiw))v —• F* is an isomorphism on U' := (FflW) xlnt7°. Therefore, 
^ -» Fj is zéro in F>6(/cx; U'). 
(3a) (5a) is obvious. 

(5a) (3b). (Assuming F G -DiR_c(I(fex))-) Let (2a-rc) dénote the condition (2a) 
in which one asks moreover that Fi G D^l(kx)- Define similarly (la-rc). Then the 
same proof of (3a) (2a) (la) => (3b) can be applied to show (5a) => (2a-rc) 
(la-rc) => (3b). q.e.d. 

Définition 4.2. — Let F G £>6(I(/cx)). The micro-support of F, denoted by 55(F), is 
the closed conic subset of T*X whose complementary is the set of points p G T*X 
such that one of the équivalent conditions in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. 

Proposition 4.3 

(i) For F G Db(l(kx)), one has S S (F) n TXX = supp(F). 
(ii) Let F G Dh{kx). Then SS(LXF) = SS(F). 
(iii) Let F G Db(l(kx))- Then SS(axF) c 55(F). 
(iv) Let Fi —• F2 —> F3 6e a distinguished triangle in Db(ï(kx))- Then 

SS(Fi) c SS(Fj)USS(Fk) t/{i,j,fc} = {1,2,3}. 

Proo/ 
(i) supp(F) C S S (F) follows for example from (lb) of Lemma 4.1. The other inclusion 
is obvious. 
(ii) The inclusion S S (F) C SS(LXF) follows from (2a) since J(F) is "lim" F. The 
converse inclusion follows from (lb). 
(iii) is obvious, using condition (3b). 
(iv) is obvious by (3b). q.e.d. 

Remark4.4. — Let F G Db(I(kx))- It is possible to define another micro-support 
of F, denoted by SS0(F), as follows. Let p G T*X. Then p (£ SS0(F) if there exist 
a small and filtrant category /, integers a ^ b and a functor / —> Cfa'^(Mod(A:x)), 
i i-> F^ such that p ^ S S (Fi) and F ~ Q("lim" F$) in a neighborhood of 7r(p). Clearly, 
SSo(F) C S S (F). This inclusion is strict m gênerai. (As an example, consider the 
ind-sheaf given in Proposition 7.3 below.) One checks easily that Proposition 4.3 (iv) 
still holds when S S (F) is replaced with SS0(F). 

Définition 4.5. — Let A», i G I be a family of closed conic subsets of T*AT, indexed by 
the objects of a small and filtrant category L. One sets 

lim Ai = 

JdjeJ 
dv where J ranges over the family of cofinal subcategories of I. 
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In other words, p G T*X does not belong to lim Ai if there exists an open neighbor-

hood U of p and a cofinal subset J of I such that Aj DU = 0 for every j G J. 

It follows immediately from the définition that if J(F) ~ "lim" J(Fi), then 

(4.1) ssssC Zim SS(Fi). 
i 

It follows from Proposition 3.9 that if G G Db(kx), one has the inclusions 

(4.2) 
SS(G<g>F) c lim(SS(G)+SS(Fi)), 

i 
SS(RIhom(G,F)) c lim(SS(G)a+SS(Fi)). 

Example 4.6. — Let X = R2 endowed with coordinates (x, y) and dénote by (x, y; £, 77) 
the associated coordinates on T*X. Let 

^ = {(x,y);x2 < y} 
^ = {(x,y);x2 < y}, 

Ze = {{x,y);x2 <y^ e2}. 

Set Fe = kZe and F = kv ® Px(ki0}) - "lim" Fe. Then 

e 
SS(kY) = TtX = {(x, y; £, 77) ; y = £ = 0 } , 

55(Fe) = {(x,y;0,0);a:2<2,^e2} 

J{(s, y; É> rç) ; y = kl < £ = ~2xr7, < 0 } 

|J{(x, 2/; £, 77) ; 2/ = e2, |x| ^ e, Ç = 0, 77 ̂  0 } 

M{(±e, £2; V) ; 0 ^ ± £ < -2erj, 77 < 0} , 

SS(F) = {(x1y;Ç,rJ);x = y = Ç = 0,ri^ 0 } . 

On the other-hand, one has 

SS(F) = lim SS(F£), 

RHom (ky, F) ~ k{0} [-2], 

lim(TÏX+SS(F£)) = T{*0}X, 

TÏX+SS(F) = {(x, y; £, 77); x = y = ê = 0 } 

5 SS(RHom(kY,F)). 

Note that S S (F) is not involutive. 

Recall that subanalytic isotropic subsets of T*X are defined in [4]. Let us say for 
short that a conic locally closed subset A of T*X is isotropic if A is contained in a 
conic locally closed subanalytic isotropic subset. 
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Définition 4.7 
(i) We dénote by D^_R_c(I(kx)) the full triangulated subcategory of DbR_c(ï(kx)) 

consisting of objects F such that S S (F) is isotropic. We call an object of this category 
a weakly M-constructible ind-sheaf. 

(ii) We dénote by DR_c(l(kx)) the full triangulated subcategory of D^_R_c(I(kx)) 
consisting of objects F such that RHom (G, F) G DR_c(kx) for any G G DR_c(kx)-
We call an object of this category an R-constructible ind-sheaf. 

Note that the functor OLX induces functors 

ax:Dbw_R_c(I(kx)) — Dbw_R_c(kx), 

ax: DbR_c(I(kx)) ddd DbR_c(kx). 

The last property follows from ax(F) = RHom (CX,F). 

Conjecture4.8 — Let F G F>T_M_c(I(FCX)) and let G G Dl_R_c(kx)- Then 
RThom (G, F) and G (g) F belong to D^_R_Jl(kx)). 

Example 4.6 shows that the knowledge of SS(F) and SS(G) does not allow us to 
estimate the micro-support of RHom (G, F) by the one for sheaves, and that is one 
reason for the définition below. 

Définition 4.9. — Let F G Db(I(kx))-

(i) Let S C T*X be a locally closed conic subset and let p G T*X. We say that F 
is regular along S at p if there exist F' isomorphic to F in a neighborhood of 7r(p), an 
open neighborhood U of p with SRI U closed in U, a small and filtrant category / and 
a functor / D^b\kx),i F{ such that J(F') - "lim'' J(F*) and SS(FJ HU C S. 

i 
(ii) If U is an open subset of T*X and F is regular along S at each p e U, we say 

that F is regular along S on U. 
(iii) Let p G T*X. We say that F is regular at p if F is regular along S S (F) at p. 
If F is regular at each p G S S (F), we say that F is regular. 
(iv) We dénote by 55reg(F) the conic open subset of S S (F) consisting of points p 

such that F is regular at p, and we set 
SSirr(F) = SS(F) \ SSreg(F). 

Note that 55irr(F) = S5(F) for F in Example 4.6. 

Proposition 4.10 

(i) Le£ F G Db(I(kx))- Then F is regular along any locally closed set S at each 
PÏSS(F). 

(ii) Let F\ —» F2 —• F3 -ii» 6e a distinguished triangle in Db(l(kx))- If Fj and F^ 
are regular along S, so is Fi for {i, j , k} — {1,2,3}. 

(iii) Let F G Db(kx). Then ixF is regular. 
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Proof. — (i) and (iii) are obvious and the proof of (ii) is similar to that of Proposi
tion 4.3 (iv). q.e.d. 

It is possible to localize the category Db(l(kx)) with respect to the micro-support, 
exactly as for usual sheaves. 

Let V be a subset of T*X and let Q = T*X \ V. We shall dénote by D^{kx) the 
full triangulated subcategory of Db(kx) consisting of objects F such that S S (F) C V, 
and by Db(kx; 0) the localization of Db(kx) by Dbv{kx). 

Similarly, we dénote by Dy(I(kx)) the full triangulated subcategory of Db(I(kx)) 
consisting of objects F such that S S (F) C V. 

Définition 4.11. — One sets 

Db(ï(kx;Q)) = Db(I(kx))/Dbv(I(kx)), 

the localization of Db(I(kx)) by D^(I(kx)). 

Let Fi and F2 are two objects of Db(ï(kx)) whose images in Db(I(kx; fi)) are 
isomorphic. There exist a third object F3 G Db(I(kx; fi)) and distinguished triangles 
in Db(ï(kx)): Fi -> F3 -> d (i = 1,2) such that SS(Gi) n fi = 0. It follows 
that s s ( F i ) n n = ss(Fs)nn = ss(F2)nn. 

Therefore if F G Db(I(kX] fi)), the subsets S S (F) and 55irr(F) of fi are well-
defined. 

5. Invariance by contact transformations 

It is possible to define contact transformations on ind-sheaves. We shall follow the 
notations in [4] Chapter VIL 

We dénote by p\ and p2 the first and second projections defined on T*(X x F ) ~ 
T*X x and we dénote by p^ the composition of p2 with the antipodal map on 
T.Y 

We dénote byr: X xY —> Y x X the canonical map and we keep the same notation 
to dénote its inverse. 

By a kernel K on X x Y we mean an object of DB(KXXY)- To a kernel K one 
associâtes the kernel on Y x X 

K* := r*RHom(K,UXXY/Y)-

One defines the functor 

(5.1) 9K:Db(ky)^Dh(kx) 

G ^ Rqu(K ®qïlG). 

Consider another manifold Z and a kernel L on Y x Z. One defines the projection 
qi2 from XxYxZtoXxY, and similarly with qi3-
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One sets 

(5.2) KoL = Rq13l(q^K (g) q2^L). 

Choosing Z = {pt}, one has $K(G) = K OG for G E Db(kY). 
Let Q>x and Viy be two conic open subsets of T*X and T*Y, respectively. One 

dénotes by N(QX,QY) the full subcategory of Db(kxxY',Qx x T*Y) of objects if 
satisfying; 

(5.3) 
ss(K) n (fix x r*y) c ftx x îî« , 

Pi : SS(if ) n (îîx x T* Y) -> ftx is proper. 

Let us recall some results of loc. cit. 
(i) Let K G N(QX,^Y)- Then the functor $K induces a well-defined functor: 

$£: Db(kY;nY) ^ Db(kx;nx). 
(ii) Let L G N(QY^z)- Then K o L G AT(ftx,^z). Moreover, the two functors 

4>KOL and o from Db(kz\ fîz) to Db{kx\ fix) are isomorphic. 

We construct the functor analogous to the functor $x for ind-sheaves by defining 

(5.4) *K:DH(I(KY))->DH(I(KX)) 

G h Rqlv(K ®qïLG) 

Applying Theorem 3.4, we get: 

Lemma5.1. — Let G G D6(I(fcy)) and assume that J(G) ~ "lim" J(Gi), with I small 

and filtrant and G{ G £>b(fcy). ^ften J($K(G)) ~ "lim" J($K(G;)). 

2 
Now assume that dim X = dim Y and that there exists a smooth conic Lagrangian 

submanifold A C Six x ^Y sucn that pi : A —• fix and p§: A- ~~̂  are isomorphisms. 
In other words, A is the graph of a homogeneous symplectic isomorphism \: &Y —* 
OD 

Let if be a kernel satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 7.2.1 of loc. cit., that is: 

(5.5) 

K is cohomologically constructible, 

(PTHSÏX) u prHnY)) n ss(K) c A, 

k\ uhom(K, K) on Slx x fiv-

Theorem 5.2. — Assume (5.5). 

(i) Tfte functor $K induces a well-defined functor: 

$ £ : Db(I(fcy;fty)) —+ DB(I(kx;nx)). 

Similarly, the functor $K* induces a well-defined functor: 

Db(l(kx\nx)) Db(l(kY'MY)). 
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(ii) The functor 

<!>£: Db(l(kY;ilY)) —> Db(l(kx;Çlx)) 

and the functor 
: Db(ï(kx; Qx)) — Db(ï(kY; îîy)) 

are équivalences of catégories inverse one to each other. 
(iii) / /G G Db(I(/cy))? then SS{$K(G)) nQx = x(SS{G) D îîy). 
(iv) / / G zs regular at p G îîy, £/ien $K(G) 25 regular at \(p) £ îîx- ^ ot/ier 

words, SSIRR($K(G)) niïx= x(SSIRR(G) H îîy). 

Proo/ 
(i) Let G G Db(I(fcy)) and assume that S S (G) D îîy = 0. Let us prove that 
SS($K(G)) H îîx = 0- Let G îlx and let py = X_1(Px)- There exist an open 
neighborhood Uy oïpy in îîy and an inductive System such that J(G) ~ "lim" J(G«), 

and for any i G I there exists i —> j such that the morphism G* —> Gj is zéro in 
Db(kY; Uy). Applying Lemma 5.1 we find that J($K(G)) ~ "lim" J($K(Gi)). Since 

the morphism $/c(Gi) —> <Ï>K(GJ) is zéro in Db(kx; Ux), the resuit follows. 
(ii) One has the isomorphism if o K* ~ /CAx in N(Qx,&x) and the isomorphism 
K* o K ~ k&Y in iV(îîy, îîy). Hence, it is enough to remark that 

(5.6) <!>£: Db(l(kY;ilY)) ss 

which follows from the fact that the two functors $K ° and QKOK*, from 
Db(ï(kx)) to Db(l(kx)) are isomorphic. 
(iii) For an open subset [/y C îîy, set C/* = x(?7y). Tnen # G N(Ux,Uy) and 
if satisfies (5.5) with îî replaced with U. Let G G £>6(I(/cy)) with 55(G) = 0 in a 
neighborhood of py G îîy. By the proof of (i), SS($K(G)) = 0 in a neighborhood 
of Y(W). 

(iv) The proof is similar to that of (iii). q.e.d. 

6. Ind-sheaves and £>-modules 

Let now X be a complex manifold and let Al be a cohérent T>x-module. We set 
for short 

Sol(M) = RHom^^ (M,Ox), 

Sol'(M) = Rlhom^ŒxM.O'x)-

Theorem 6.1. — One has 

SStSolHM)) = chnr(M). 
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Proof 

(i) The inclusion char (A4) c S S (Sol* (M)) follows from 

SS(Sol(M)) = char(M), ax(Solt(M)) ^ Sol(M). 

and Proposition 4.3 (ii). 
(ii) Let us prove the converse inclusion using condition (5a) of Lemma 4.1. Assume 
that G G D^_C(CX) satisfy S S (G) fl char(.M) C T£X. One has the morphisms 

RHom(G,RIhomf3xVx(pxAi,Otx)) ~ RHomVx(M,THom(G,Ox)) 

RHomVx (M, RHom (G, C?x)). 

It follows from [1, Corollary 4.2.5] that the second morphism is an isomorphism. 
Hence the resuit follows from S S (Sol (M)) = char(A^) and Lemma 4.1 (5a). q.e.d. 

The following conjecture is a conséquence of Conjecture 4.8. 

Conjecture 6.2. — // A4 is a holonomic Vx-module, then Sol1 (Ai) belongs to 
DbR_c(ï(Cx)). 

Theorem 6.3. — If M is a regular holonomic Vx-module, then Sol1 (M) —» Sol(M) 
is an isomorphism. 

Proof. — This is a reformulation of a resuit of [2] which asserts that for any G G 
DR_c(Cx), the natural morphism 

RHomVx(M,THom(G,Ox)) —> RHomVx(M,RHom(G,Ox)) 

is an isomorphism. q.e.d. 

We conjecture the following statement in which "only if " part is a conséquence of 
the theorem above. 

Conjecture 6.4. — Let M. be a holonomic Vx-module. Then A4 is regular holonomic 
if and only if Sol1 (Ai) is regular. 

7. An example 

In this section X = C endowed with the holomorphic coordinate Z, and we shall 
study the ind-sheaf of temperate holomorphic solutions of the Vx-module A4 := 
Vx exp(l/z) = Vx/Vx(z2dz + 1). We set for short 

5*:= H°(Sol\M)) -Ihom^JPxM.O^), 

S:= H°(Sol(M)) ~HomVx(M,Ox). 

Notice fîrst that Ofx is concentrated in degree 0 (since dimX = 1), and it is a 
sub-ind-sheaf of Ox- It follows that the morphism S* —» S is a monomorphism. 
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Moreover, 

S - Cx,xx{o} -exp(l/z). 

Lemma 7.1. — Let V C X be a connected open subset. Then T(V; S1) ̂  0 if and only 
ifVcX\ {0} and exp(l/z)\v is tempered. 

Proof. — The space T(V;S) has dimension one and is generated by the fonction 
exp(l/z). Hence, the subspace r(V;«S*) ~ T(V;S) fl T(V; Ol) is not zéro if and only 
if exp(l/z) G T(V; Ox), that is, if and only if exp(l/z)|y is tempered. q.e.d. 

Let us set z = x + iy. 

Lemma 7.2. — Let W be an open subanalytic subset o/P1(C) with oo ^ W. Assume 
that there exist positive constants C and A such that 

(7.1) exp(x) < C(l + x2 + y2)N on W. 

Then there exists a constant B such that x < B onW. 

Proof. — We shall compactify C C PX(C) by (R U {oo})2. If x is not bounded on W, 
then there exists a real analytic curve 7: [0,e:[—> (R U {oo})2 such that Re7(0) = 00 
and 7(£) G W for t > 0. Writing j(t) = (x(t),y(t)), one has 

y(t) = cx(ty + 0(x(ty-e)-
for some q G Q, c G R and e > 0. Then (7.1) implies that exp(x) has a polynomial 
growth when x —• 00, which is a contradiction. q.e.d. 

Let i?£ dénote the closed bail with center (s, 0) and radius e and set U£ = X \ B£. 

Provosition 7.3. — One has the isomorvhism 

(7.2) "lim"Cxc/£ ^lhom„„((3xM,Ox). 
e>0 

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 7.2 that exp(l/z) is temperate (in a neighborhood 
of 0) on an open subanalytic subset V C X \ {0} if and only if Re(l/z) is bounded 
on T/, that is, if and only if V C U£ for some e > 0. 

Let F be a connected relatively compact subanalytic open subset of X \ {0}. Then 
a morphism Cy —» Cxx{o} • exP(V^) factorizes through a morphism Cy —> 5* if and 
only if it factorizes through C[/e. Hence we get the isomorphism (7.2) by Theorem 
2.2. q.e.d. 

Remark 7.4. — In fact one can show 

H\Sd\M)) ^ H\Sol(M)) ~ C0. 

The isomorphism H^SoliM)) = Ox/(z2dz -h l)Ox ^ C0 is given by 

(Ox)o 3 v(z) 1—• é v(z)z~2exp(-l/z)dz. 
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Note that (p(z):=z 2exp(—1/z) is a solution to the adjoint équation 

(-dzz
2 + l)<p(z) = 0. 

The distinguished triangle 

S1 —> Sol\M) —> H1(Solt(M))[-l] 

gives a non-zero élément of Ext2(Co, S1) Ext2(Co,Cx) — C. 
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